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Grace is an international speaker and
transformational strategist empowering
women through the fearless paradigms of self-
love to become the woman of their dreams.  
 
Born in Southern Philippines and abandoned at
the age of five, Grace grew up in a troubled
environment, through which she developed an
unshakeable resilience and a headstrong ability
to overcome adversity.  Her relentless pursuit
of much wider education outside of the
academe, and more so through her radical
expressions in writing, activism and corporate
diversity, drove her to become passionate
about uncovering the fearless paradigms of
self-love that highly successful and purpose
driven women use, to orchestrate their beliefs
and decisions and become the woman of their
dreams. 
 
In her quest for a deeper connection with life,
she travelled to Australia and began her
spiritual journey to healing and forgiveness.  As
a single mother of two young children, she
spent over a decade with one of the big four
banks and helped over 5,000 small business
owners plan their business strategy to a deeper
level, and how they can run a sustainable
business in relation to their overarching life
goals. 
 
In 2017 she left the corporate scene to study
Yoga while running a global online business,
building a team from USA, Singapore, UK and
Australia.  Within twelve months she was
recognized as a Rising Star by The Prosperity of
Life Network for her significant contribution
both in leadership and top sales. 
 
Grace pushed further into her purpose by
making the boldest decision of her life – to
share her story and deliver a message of
transcendence to women.  As a speaker, Grace
has shared the stage across the globe with
resilience and empowerment experts like Dr.
Sonja Stribling, Sam Cawthorn, Teddy Casiño
and Rachel Krider.
 

Career Highlights
Recipient of The Rising Star Leadership Award for
Prosperity Of Life Network
Former Culture Champion for the Commonwealth
Bank of Australia
Certified Speakers Institute Facilitator and Feedback
Coach
Speakers Tribe Global – Australian National Leader
International Speaker for One Woman Fearless
Summit
TENx Speaker at Speakers Tribe Global Conference
Former Chairwoman, Southern chapter, College
Editors Guild of the Philippines
Hostess of the Influencers’ Speakers Tribe TV Series
Creator and Founder of Becoming The Woman Of
Your Dreams – Transforming purpose driven
professional and business women to overcome
success limiting beliefs to live a full life and become
the woman of their dreams.



Paradigms Of Self Love: How to transcend
Fear and Unleash your Personal Power 
Become The Woman Of Your Dreams: 3 Top
Secret Hacks to transform yourself from the
ordinary to the phenomenal woman of your
dreams. 
Self Leadership through the Paradigms of Self
Love: The Future of Global and Virtual
Business Sustainability 
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"Grace has a powerful story
that evokes emotion and

tangible takeaways that will
take the listener from where
they are now to where they

want to be."  
~ Sam Cawthorn

CEO and Founder
Speakers Institue

"Grace hosted our global call
and gave a super natural,
super powerful message."

~ Rachel Krider
Global Marketing Mogul

VP and Co Founder
The Prosperity of Life Network

"Grace's presentation was
absolutely heart opening on

every level."
~ Rebecca Tapp

Creator, Decoding Purpose
Podcast

Optimism Director, Future
Crunch

"Grace can see people deeply
and intuitively; she is an

outstanding personal
empowerment coach and

speaker.  Thank you Grace for
being a caoch in my journey."

~ Dr. Raman K. Attri
Author, Accelerating Complex

Problem Solving Skills


